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Feeding time frenzy at
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Deep in the heart of Glen Mills is a small farm, with a house and bank barn
that date back to 1863. A small outbuilding was once a dairy parlor for goats.
Close your eyes as you approach Trotter Hill Farm and you can easily imagine
the clip-clop of hooves that have. crisscrossed this property for over 150 years and
envision the farmhands who walked the horses, chased the pigs, and prepared
the cattle for market.
Nowadays, Trotter Hill defines itself as a "small, family-run business that is
devoted to the breeding, raising, and selling of quality alpacas and the specialty
yarn produced from their fleece." Were the original owners to visit here today,
they would certainly be overcome by the changes to the area and the property,
and of course, the livestock being raised here; but, they would be pleased that for
Trotter Hill Alpacas owner, Pam Narrigan, this is more than a job. Simply put, it
is her passion.
When Pam and her daughter, who worked the farm until she left for college
recently, moved here in 2010, they were fortunate to have had the active support,
enthusiasm, and helping hands of their immediate family, many friends, and
welcoming neighbors. "None of it would have been possible otherwise; Pam
reflects."There are many difficulties that come with an old property and livestock,
but, each obstacle was overcome, or shrunk in size because of the goodwill
around us. Just one of the challenges we faced included an amazing amount of
snow in 2010. Neighbors on either side assisted with digging us out for an entire
winter! We have faced storms, loss of electricity, downed trees. Not to mention
the time that the farm gate blew open and all the alpacas ran out and toured the
neighborhood! Rounding them up was truly a group effort," Pam laughs.
What exactly is an alpaca? And how exactly does one decide to raise them?
Alpacas are in the camelid family, related to camels and llamas, and have
been domesticated for over three thousand years, primarily in Peru, Chile and
Bolivia where they represent a significant industry. They are known for their
warm, soft, and very dense fleece and have been raised in the U.S. for a mere
thirty years. Since 1998, importation of alpacas to the US has been banned in
an effort to increase the American herd, which currently numbers approximately
250,000 animals. Because alpacas have a gestation period of one year and only
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have one baby (called a cria), this enables farmers like Pam to grow their herds
at a controlled rate.
"As far as why alpacas - I graduated from the University of Delaware with a
degree in animal science and knew I wanted to make a living raising livestock;
alpacas are an easy choice for several reasons. Only a few acres are required
for a small herd and they are exceptionally easy keepers compared to other
livestock. They are not that big, are efficient eaters, and require very little physical
maintenance. They do not need to be groomed or bathed or have their toenails
trimmed every six weeks like horses. They are quiet and tidy. For me the appeal is
also to raise animals for their fleece and not for meat like pigs or cows;
So, what does an average day on an alpaca farm look like? "My fifteen alpacas
are two herds—the boys and the girls. Each herd is the approximate care-level
equivalent of one horse, and what you do for one animal, you do for eight animals.
I can easily manage both herds with an hour in the morning and an hour in the
evening. Twice each day, there is a little bit of clean-up, fresh water, hay, and some
grain and they are good to go. The alpacas have access 24/7 to barns for shelter
from the rain and snow and pastures for grazing and exercise;
Shearing occurs once a year between April and May. Professional shearers
from Australia visit the farm and it takes them approximately ten minutes to
shear one alpaca. Although there are not a lot of alpaca in Australia, there are
many sheep and that is primarily where the shearers get their start. When the
shearers travel through the United States, it is often for months at a time and
they usually do several farms each day. During the shearing process, alpacas will
be vaccinated, have their teeth filed and their toe nails trimmed. "Both teeth and
toes have continuous growth patterns and need to be maintained. It can be a
stressful day for owners and alpacas; Pam states. Each alpaca produces between
6 to 10 pounds of fleece. All the fleece is useable but is categorized according to
its fineness, which then determines the end product. The finest fleece is used for
yarn and clothing.
When Pam is not busy caring for or playing with the adorable alpacas, she is
making products from the animals' fleece to sell in the farm store or at farmer's
markets around the county Trotter Hill co-owns a milling piece of equipment
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For Pam, these quality features of alpacas and their products have given her
farm a purpose, both educational and recreational. Trotter Hill Alpacas' mission
statement Is based on creating relationships: with vendors, the community
and the alpacas themselves. Alpacas as a species are curious, friendly, highly
trainable, and hardy. Add their cuteness factor to these other endearing qualities
and you have a herd that attracts visitors and admirers from throughout Delaware
and the neighboring counties. "My barns and pastures are situated fairly close to
the street and it is often a debate as to who is more curious when it comes to
interaction between the alpacas and people viewing each other. The alpacas
regularly line up along the fence and watch the street activity as people pass by
on foot, bike, or car. Both neighbors and visitors stop on a regular basis to view
the herd, so farm visits are often a spontaneous and frequent event. The alpacas
have come to understand that a visit usually is accompanied by a grain handout
and I enjoy sharing a never-ending list of fun facts for
newcomers and alpaca updates for the regulars; says
Narrigan.
At Trotter Hill, they know that "small businesses
survive only by going the extra mile (or two) and by
providing the highest level of quality service and
commitment" so Narrigan likes to encourage diverse
One of the guys"
visitors to her farm. "My farm has hosted or partnered
with a variety of groups, including historic home tours,
known as a FeltLOOM. It is a table top unit that can
take raw fleece and fabric (anything from silk to
boy scouts, knitting groups and birthday parties" to
engage the public with the alpacas and educate about
burlap) and produce a completely unique felt-fabric
product. Occasionally, they host workshops utilizing
the benefits of raising alpacas. Trotter Hill also
participates in the Thornton Farmers Market every
the felt loom for participants to produce a luxurious
Pam holds a pile of recently
Saturday from May to October from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
scarf or other fleece item. Pam explains,"Many products
shorn fleece
are made on the farm in conjunction with other alpaca farms
where, weather permitting, they host a petting pen with the
in the area. Such products include, scarves, gloves, rugs, shoe
alpacas and have alpaca fleece and fleece products for sale
inserts, dryer balls, sheets of felt for crafters, felted purses and table runners. A (see the Events Calendar in the back of this magazine for details.)
Pennsylvania mill processes the raw fleece and produces yarn, rovings, and batts
"This farm has a sense of community, of belonging to the neighborhood,
(different types of fleece bundling) which are sold online, at our farm store, and
the farmer's market, and the visitors, all of whom bring their enthusiasm and
at the Thornton Farmers Market;
goodwill; says Narrigan. Recently, school field trips are popular at Trotter Hill and
Considered the finest and easiest livestock to raise, alpacas bring a strong
return on investment as they. require minimal care and produce some of the
world's finest natural fiber. Clothing made from alpaca fleece has been dressing
runway models from Milan to Paris for decades. Alpaca fleece is as fine as
cashmere but much stronger and more durable, as well as naturally flame and
water resistant. For people with sensitive skin or wool allergies, alpaca fleece is a
great alternative because it is soft, not scratchy, and does not have lanolin, which
is found in sheep wool.

fit nicely with Narrigan's belief that to succeed in business an entrepreneur needs
to be creative. Starting school tours, she says, was a "natural step; Evaluating the
local marketplace in determining what to offer and how much to charge helped
Pam determine a competitive school field trip package which can be tailored to
the number and age of students. Activities can include a lesson on livestock and/
or fleece products, a craft, hayride and, of course, a meet and greet the alpacas.
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Making field trips local, affordable and enjoyable is something that drives Narrigan. "There is
often a perception that farms and farming are somewhere far away and not right in the immediate
community. It is good for residents to consider and be aware of what the resources are within their
geographic locations. Some of the kids who visit have never been to a farm, much less seen an alpaca,
so they are generally surprised about everything"- whether it is an animal's name, age, that they
are related to camels or what is so special about their fleece. Field trip visits can also provide a
solid source of income that allows Narrigan to continue to support her business while acting as a
recreational and educational resource for the local community.
Alpacas are curious, endearing, and friendly but, like humans, each is unique. Does Pam have a
favorite among her herd of 15? "Like any parent, I do not have a favorite alpaca! They are all halter
trained and generally well behaved except for some acting out at mealtime! Each alpaca has a distinct
personality, with often obvious family physical or behavioral traits. They are often compared to cats
in personality and are a lot of fun to watch as
they interact with each other and their animal
cousins on the farm. For instance, one cat will
scratch an alpaca's nose if it gets too close, while
another cat is terrified of them. So, I will often
see the alpacas running away from the one cat
and chasing the other! Also, there is a single
chicken who moved in from a neighboring
farm and has bonded with one of the alpacas.
When the alpaca grazes the chicken grazes
and so on. The chicken believes that she is an
alpaca, and no one has had the heart to tell her
otherwise!"
Trotter Hill Alpaca is located at 110
Locksley Rd, Glen Mills, PA 19342. For more
information, visit trotterhillalpaca.com.

A beautiful bag made from alpaca fleece
for sale in the Farm Store
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